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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
A little more than 7 percent of
the campus turned out to vote in
Student Government elections.
Story on Page 3
Sports
Panther first baseman Ben
Duke named Top Cat of the
Week.
Story on Page 16
News
A workshop Wednesday
taught students how to deal
with stress.
Story on Page 5
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2001 Student Government Elections
Hugh O’Hara clinched the posi-
tion of student body president
Wednesday night, defeating three
other candidates for the position.
O’Hara, a senior political science
major from Shorewood and a mem-
ber of the Students First Party,
received 356 votes; Liela Morad, a
senior political science major from
Schaumburg and a member of the
Student Pride Party, received 256
votes; Paul Lytle, a junior speech
communication major from
Downers Grove and a member of the
Alpha Party received 59 votes; and
Peter Laesch, independent, received
30 votes. 
In the two-day election, 703 stu-
dents voted for the position of stu-
dent body president.
O’Hara said he was excited and
happy to win the election.
“I’m just excited, and I can’t wait
to get to work,” he said shortly after
the results were announced at the
Student Senate meeting Wednesday.
“I just want to get to work on the
stuff I promised the students.”
O’Hara campaigned on a CAR-
POOL program that would allow
students to serve as volunteer desig-
nated drivers with the hopes of cut-
ting down on drunk driving. He also
promised to look at and review stu-
dent fees. 
O’Hara said he is confident he
will be able to achieve and deliver his
campaign promises to the student
body — even with a new senate
being seated next week. 
“I believe we have a good work-
ing relationship (with new senate
members),” he said. “We have a
good group of (senate members)
coming in.”
O’Hara said he plans on keeping
with the tradition of his party name
— Students First.
“I want to continue to represent
students’ needs and make sure we’re
kept first,” he said. “I can only hope
to do the job Katie (Cox) is doing.”
O’Hara said he was pleased with
the way his party’s campaign was
conducted.
“It was a good, clean campaign,”
he said. “There were definite divi-
sions between the candidates, and
the people made their choice.”
O’Hara’s closest competition,
Morad, said she was disappointed
with the number of students who
participated in the election.
“I’m definitely very disappointed
in the voter turnout,” she said.
Morad said she was pleased with
the competition and the way the race
for president was conducted.
“As far as the race goes, I thought
it was good competition. I thought it
was excellent competition. If I had to
do it all over again, I wouldn’t do
anything differently,” she said. 
Even though Morad was disap-
pointed in the outcome of the elec-
tion, she said she remains hopeful.
“Overall, I’m disappointed, but
things happen for a reason,” she said.
“I’m confident my opponent will do
a good job.”
The other two candidates, Laesch
and Lytle, were unavailable for com-
ment.
By Chris Sievers
Vice president for 
academic affairs
J e s s i c a
Catto, of the
Students First
Party, was
voted in as the
next student
vice president
for academic
a f f a i r s
We d n e s d a y
night.
Catto, a junior communications
disorders and sciences major from
Belleville, defeated her opponents
Joe Geocaris, who represented the
Alpha Party and Nina Samii, who
represented the Student Pride Party.
Catto won by a landslide, accu-
mulating 406 total votes, while
Samii received 215 and Geocaris
received 72.
Wearing a thrilled expression,
Catto hugged Student Senate mem-
bers after winning her new position.
“I am really excited (about win-
ning),” Catto said. “Getting down to
the end (of the race) I was getting a
little nervous.”
Catto said she would like to satis-
fy students’ interests.
“I hope to bring the Senate
Search Program and the Co-
Curricular Transcript Program,” she
said.
The Senate Search Program
would consist of adding a student’s
extracurricular activities to his or her
transcript to give potential employers
a well-rounded look at the person
while the Co-Curricular Transcript
Program would create a scholarship
eligibility database for students
searching for financial aid, which
will be more organized and efficient
if implemented.
Catto said she was thankful for all
the support the student body has
given her throughout her campaign.
“I just want to say thank you to
everyone that voted,” she said.
Catto formerly served as chair of
the senate’s Academic Affairs
Committee.
Although Samii said she will no
longer participate in Student
Government, she said she believed
the student body is in good hands
with the new Student Government’s
vice presidents.
Geocaris was not available for
comment.
By Karen Kirr
Vice president for 
student affairs
Wi l l i a m s
says she loves
students after
winning office
of VPSA
Yve
Williams won
the seat of stu-
dent vice presi-
dent for student
affairs
Wednesday,
receiving 317 of the 683 student
votes cast for the position.
Williams, a junior speech com-
munication major from Hazel Crest,
said between tears at the Student
Senate meeting, “I am just glad that
the students have chosen me and I
Adriene Weller / Senior photographer
Hugh O’Hara hugs a tearful Yve Williams after being elected student body president. Williams was elected to the office
of student vice president for student affairs.
O’Hara wins
presidency
Students First
nabs all but one
vice presidency
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
The Student Senate unanimously passed a
resolution Wednesday opposing Textbook
Rental Advisory Committee recommenda-
tions that could lead to students paying hun-
dreds of dollars more for their textbooks next
fall.
The committee has recommended that
professors can require their students to pur-
chase supplementary textbooks and outlined
changes in the fine system for overdue text-
books.
Senate member Alison Mormino said
forcing students to pay for their textbooks
essentially does away with the textbook
rental system.
Senate member Jessica Catto agreed, and
said that the cost of supplementary textbooks
could easily exceed the cost of students’ reg-
ular textbooks.
Student Body President Katie Cox said
the recommendation could force students to
pay hundreds of dollars more for their text-
books.
“Students assume that they will pay about
$100 for all of their books,” Cox said. “They
should not have to worry about having to pay
$300.”
Another recommendation made by the
Textbook Rental Advisory Committee would
revise the late fee system for textbooks.
Currently, students who turn in textbooks
after their due dates are fined $2 per book,
plus 25 cents per book, per day. Students may
not be fined more than a total of $10.
The recommendation would impose a fee
of $10 for every book returned late with no
maximum fee.
This would mean that students could have
to pay hundreds of dollars more in fines for
books they return even minutes after the time
they are due, Catto said.
Senate passes measure against high book fees
Yve Williams
Jessica Catto
See ELECTIONS Page 11
See SENATE Page 11
Shuttle fee increase
tabled for next week
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By Kristin Quaid
Staff writer
The annual March of Dimes
Walk-A-Thon strolls through
Mattoon on Sunday.
The event begins at Peterson
Park, 500 Broadway in Mattoon,
with participants walking to Lytle
Park, South 32nd Street in
Mattoon, and back to the starting
point, according to Cathy Kimball,
Eastern’s team captain.
The event lasts from 12:30 to 4
p.m. 
Although participants should
have preregistered, Kimball said
walkers are still welcome.
“Right now there are only three
members on the EIU team, so any-
one willing to walk can contact
me,” Kimball said.
To participate in the walk or
donate money to Eastern’s team,
contact Cathy Kimball at 581-
8391.
Kimball asks that prospective
walkers interested in joining the
team call her by today.
The mission of the March of
Dimes is to improve the health of
babies by preventing birth defects
and infant mortality, according to
its Web site. 
Workshop to link esteem with culture
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
Our self-esteem is the part of us
that builds our character and per-
sonality, said Tina Leonard, a coun-
selor at Eastern’s Counseling
Center.
Because she feels self-esteem is
so important to our lives, she has
organized a workshop titled
“Building Self-Esteem” at 7:30
p.m. in the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. 
Leonard said among the things
she will discuss are the definition of
self-esteem and how culture affects
our self-esteem. Our culture can
often times be based on our envi-
ronment, socioeconomic status and
educational levels. Leonard said
sometimes these can cause conflict-
ing matters that can put students in
the position to question their self-
esteem.
Leonard said students often
don’t realize how much our culture
could affect their self-esteem. 
“People may choose to stay with
the pattern of their culture, but oth-
ers may choose to step outside of
that pattern,” she said. “This could
cause you to question yourself and
it could cause cultural conflicts.”
Leonard said the main question
she wants students to ask them-
selves is how they feel about them-
selves and is their culture supportive
of that. Leonard said there is a defi-
nite link to our self-esteem based on
our culture or ethnic group.
Leonard said she will also dis-
cuss areas of awareness in self-
esteem and students’ individual
similarities and differences. 
“It’s all about individual choice,”
Leonard said. Our emotional ideas,
psychological ideas and physical
ideas wake up our self-esteem,” she
said.
Professor to explain how history and racism may have led to the Holocaust
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
The Holocaust remains one of
the most tragic events in history
and is still clear in many minds
today.
Dan McMillan, professor of
history, wants to help students
make sense of the Holocaust in a
presentation tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Kansas Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
McMillan said he wants to look
at the reasons for the Holocaust, its
explanation and the point of it.
There are many developments in
European and German history that
help explain the causes and ratio-
nale of the Holocaust. 
McMillan will also speak about
the racial issue surrounding the
Holocaust, and he wants to talk
about the Jews and Adolf Hitler. 
He said he hopes to put it into a
larger context to hopefully make
everyone better understand the
Holocaust.
McMillian’s main point will be
the religious faith of the Western
culture that actually made the
Holocaust possible, and he also is
going to give a brief overview of
the chronologies or background
information. 
McMillian’s main question is,
“Was the Holocaust uniquely dif-
ferent than any other mass
killings?” He said he plans to use
comparison techniques to explain
why he feels there was a lot of dif-
ferences, and that there was much
more to the Holocaust than just
killing.
n 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Textbook Rental Sale,
Textbook Rental Service.
n 4 p.m., Russel Sanders poetry/essay reading,
Tarble Arts Center.
n 7 p.m., “Making Sense of the Holocaust,”
Kansas Room, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
n 7:30 p.m., “Building Self-Esteem,”
Effingham Room, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
n 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Textbook Rental Sale,
Textbook Rental Service.
n 7:30 p.m., EIU Jazz Ensemble, final concert,
Dvorak Concert Hall.
n 7 p.m., “The Jack Tales,” mainstage,
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
forecast
three-day
Partly
sunny68°
38°
Partly
cloudy70°
53°
today
Friday
What’s on
tap?
Adriene Weller / Senior photographer
Musical chairs
Chris Wille, a sophomore art major, dives for a chair while playing musical chairs Wednesday afternoon at the
Residents Hall Picnic by the Campus Pond. Though the dive saved him from elimination, he was out the next
round.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
SaturdayFridayToday
Walk-A-Thon
to be held
Sunday
By Michelle Jones
Assoc. news editor
Voter turnout at this year’s
Student Government election suf-
fered a 38 percent  decrease from
last year’s election. 
Between the two voting polls
at Taylor Hall and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Tuesday and Wednesday, 727 stu-
dents cast their votes in the elec-
tion. Last year, 1,180 students
voted, and even that number was
down slightly from the spring
1999 elections.
“I’m really disappointed,”
Kristin Rutter, elections commis-
sioner and student vice president
for academic affairs said. “I think
that just shows where student apa-
thy is at right now. Students want
to complain but not do anything.”
The university’s on and off-
campus spring enrollment is
9,805, meaning a little more than
7 percent of all students voted. 
Rutter said she had never seen
a drop-off from the previous year
like this year’s results.  
She said it was hard to find a
reason for the poor turnout. She
said some people didn’t want to
vote; some greek students didn’t
want to vote for someone not in
their house, so they didn’t vote at
all; or some didn’t have time to
vote. 
“There’s all kinds of reasons
not to come out, but who knows
one reason?” Rutter asked.  
Liela Morad, one of the candi-
dates for student body president,
said she was very disappointed in
the turnout numbers. 
“As long as I’ve been at this
university, this is the lowest I’ve
seen it,” she said. 
She said she tried to get stu-
dents to vote even if they didn’t
vote for her. Students are follow-
ing the trend of the country in not
voting, Morad said.
The current student body pres-
ident also was disappointed in the
number of students who partici-
pated in the election.
“I spent a year trying to listen
to student concerns and com-
plaints, and I know there are a lot
of them, so it’s hard for me to
understand why they wouldn’t
come out to vote,” Katie Cox said. 
She said the drop off from last
year was another disappointment
because everyone did all they
could to publicize the election and
get voters.
“We were out until 10 last
night making sure people knew to
vote,” Cox said.
“I was disappointed especially
after finding out it was lower than
last year,” said Jen Fanthorpe,
newly elected vice president for
financial affairs.
Close to 500 students voted for
each of the senate members,
which Rutter said was pretty
good. 
Also on the ballot this year
were proposals for the Student
Senate constitution. About 500
people let their opinions be
known when they voted for the
proposals. 
“I think it’s really great they
took the time to read them and
really make a decision about
them,” Rutter said.
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University Theatre
Presents...
7 p.m. April 21
2 p.m. April 22
Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Phone 581-3110
for reservations & ticket info
Grad’s Pulitzer exciting for both him, Eastern
Apathy strikes again, this time at the polls
File photo
Two Eastern students cast their ballots in the Student Government elections held Tuesday and Wednesday. Voter turnout
was down for the second straight year. Only 7 percent of the student population participated in the election.
By Amber Williams
and Amy Thon
Staff editors
David Kidwell, a 1983 gradu-
ate of Eastern, said he was just
doing his job when his team at
the Miami Herald won the
Pulitzer Prize for his coverage of
the April 23, 2000 Elian
Gonzalez situation.
“It is just great working at a
place that is dedicated to such
good journalism because some
places are not,” Kidwell said.
Kidwell said he was very
excited about winning the
Pulitzer Prize in the breaking
news category, although he
already had an idea that his team
of 20 journalists might win the
prize. The newsroom had already
heard rumors that they had a
chance for the prize.
“It was just exciting. I guess
(the Pulitzer) is the brass ring,”
he said. “It is great to be a part of
a team.”
In his article about the day
Elian Gonzalez was taken from
his Miami home by federal offi-
cials, Kidwell had to cover all
aspects of the story, the actual
house, the civil unrest and the
scene in Miami.
“That day was obviously
huge,” Kidwell said. “We tried to
gather as many facts as we could
in one day. (Our editors) just
wanted us to get as much detail
as we could.”
Kidwell’s initial journalism
training was at Eastern. Kidwell
first began his career as a jour-
nalist writing stories for the The
Daily Eastern News.
“(Eastern) is the where I first
got interested in journalism. I
came in as a biology major and
got involved in The Daily
Eastern News and got interested
in the work,” Kidwell said.
Les Hyder, journalism depart-
ment chair, said, “We followed
(Kidwell’s) career with a great
deal of interest. He had a distin-
guished and successful career.”
Kidwell’s winning the
Pulitzer Prize came as no sur-
prise to anyone who has followed
his career, and the breaking news
category is especially prestigious
because it really shows what a
newspaper is capable of, Hyder
said.
John David Reed, publica-
tions adviser, said he is proud of
Kidwell and the university
should be also.
“What thrills me is not the
prize itself, but the influence that
people take the responsibilities
for good journalism,” Reed said.
Kidwell’s days working at the
Miami Herald  have not always
been so exciting. 
He had to spend 14 days in jail
in 1996 while working for refus-
ing to testify for the prosecution
about a jailhouse interview he
conducted with a man accused of
killing his stepdaughter. 
Kidwell said journalists have
to be prepared to make sacrifices
if their credibility is at stake.
“The most important thing is
keeping my integrity and my
credibility,” Kidwell said.
(Eastern) is the where I first got interested in journalism. I
came in as a biology major and got involved in The Daily
Eastern News and got interested in the work.
Dave Kidwell,
award-winning journalist
“
”
Ruthhart facilitated
resident’s revenge
I am writing this letter in response to
the article written on April 12 regarding
the video camera being used on the 5
North floor of Taylor Hal.
This incident did not happen two
weeks ago. It occurred almost two
months ago. If the residents knew about
it for so long, then why did they just go
public with it in the last couple of days?
I will tell you why. I heard from an
undisclosed witness that one of the
story’s sources’ girlfriend was caught by
Robert Dunlap (without a video camera)
keying onto the floor and walking
unescorted.
It is against housing policy (p. 40 of
the University Handbook) for anyone
else to use a resident’s keys, let alone a
female using the keys to get on a male
floor. So the source’s accusation against
Dunlap is a simple case of revenge. Why
else would it take the source two months
to complain about his rights being violat-
ed?
The article was written to make
Robert Dunlap look like a bad person.
This is the fault of the reporter, Bill
Ruthhart.
Ruthhart used to live on 5 North and
was reprimanded for a noise violation. It
seems to me that Ruthhart has no prob-
lem twisting words to make RAs look
bad as a revenge factor.
The reason Ruthhart wrote the article
is because he is an acquaintance of the
source. The sports editor rarely writes
news stories. The source called Ruthhart
specifically because he knew Ruthhart
would do him the favor and make it a
one-sided article.
If residents would learn to respect
other people and their property, then
there would never be a need for surveil-
lance cameras.
Joel Grafman
Senior psychology major
Editor’s note: Bill Ruthhart has written
several news stories and will be editor-
in-chief in Spring 2002.
Student Senate’s efforts
reap nothing
In response to Art Davis’ letter, I
ask, where have you been? I firmly
stand by my observation that I have
not seen any significant changes in the
last two years and as you so clearly
pointed out, there have been none.
I feel it is ludicrous to cite the
Panther Shuttle as a significant change.
Instead, I think it might be more
appropriate to call it a significant dis-
aster. Since its inception, it has been
racked with one mishap after another,
including schedule changes and con-
tract problems. Fine job indeed, Art.
In addition, you mention the Food
Court. Would this be the three years
late and still incomplete Food Court?
Again, kudos on your valiant efforts,
Art.
And I doubt these contracts you
mention will have any effect on an
already apathetic student body.
However, with luck, they too will go
over as well as Eastern’s crown jewel,
the amazing Panther Shuttle.
Now, to tackle the issue of Denny’s.
Yes, of course I understand zoning
laws. What I don’t understand are the
high property prices in this area you
refer to. Where is your point of refer-
ence? Where have you been that you
have failed to notice that most of the
property surrounding Eastern’s campus
is a glorified slum?
Where have I been, you ask? I’ve
been on Third Street across from
Arby’s. Stop by sometime, I’ll show
you what I mean. Maybe the Denny’s
issue would be better taken up with the
corporation that owns it instead of
wasting time lobbying a city whose
year-round occupants do not see this as
a priority.
Oh, and Art, about your all-greek
water fountains? Maybe I should start
lobbying today – that way they will
still be incomplete 15, maybe even 20
years from now.
Paul Lytle
Junior speech communication major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  a l t h o n @ e i u . e d u
“
”
I cannot give you the formula of success, but I can
give you the formula for failure, which is – try to
please everybody.
Herbert Bayard Swope
writer,1882-1958
After a long trip through adark and sometimesdreary tunnel, many peo-
ple are starting to see the day-
light. With only seven days of
classes left, the journey that is
college is almost over for many
people.
And for everyone else here,
the promise of a summer without
classes is finally starting to look
like a reality. All of this has kind
of got me wondering what the
future holds in store for us.
What will I be doing five years from now? And more
importantly, where will I be doing it?
I needed someone to help me figure out what was going to
happen. Someone to give me some piece of mind that when I
left here and entered the real world, things would still be OK.
So, naturally, I turned to a trained professional for help.
Enter Cleo.
Now wait, don’t judge me just yet. I challenge you to
watch just one of those late-night television commercials and
tell me you are not impressed. She knows stuff that nobody
else could possibly know. And television would never lie to
me, so I naturally felt comfortable going to her with my con-
cerns.
But I was still somewhat leery about the whole experience.
It always seemed like a scam to me, so I was not going in
with a completely open mind.
When I played baseball in high school, the coach chose
one player that left something to be desired in mental capacity
and named him our “master of the obvious.”
His only job was to answer the most obvious of questions.
Our coach would ask only the questions that no human being
could possibly get wrong and he would supply us with the
answer.
I always kind of imagined that is what the experience of
talking to a psychic would be like. What could Cleo tell me
about myself that I don’t already know?
And that is exactly what I wanted to find out.   
My quest started late at night two weeks ago. I came home
from work and sat down in my chair with the stuffing falling
out and duct tape on the underside of the cushion. 
Without fail, every other television commercial was Cleo
screaming in her Jamaican accent. So, at the urging of my
roommate, I picked up the phone to call.
I attempted to get my three free minutes of tarot reading.
The key word there was “attempted.” After three tries at the 1-
900 number, I came to the realization that my phone had a
900 block on it. My quest was over – or so I thought.
Again at the urging of my
roommate, I called the telephone
company to see if I could get the
block lifted.
Now remember, this is at about
12:30 a.m. I’m calling the tele-
phone company to get a 900
block lifted. I was sure the
woman who answered thought I
was some sort of pervert trying to
call a phone sex line in the mid-
dle of the night.
My fears were confirmed. I
explained I wanted to be able to call a 900 number right now
and her reply was, “Sir, you are just going to have to wait
until 9 a.m. when someone that can help you will be in.”
I sure could have used the master of the obvious to help
me out of that one. But by now I was intrigued. Knowing I
wanted to write about Cleo, I called the phone company the
next morning to try and get rid of the block on my phone. 
This time another woman told me I would have to go to
the phone company in person to sign some papers. I’m get-
ting a little irritated, but I hop in the car to do what needs to
be done.
I get there and tell the woman behind the counter what I
want to do. After getting a strange look, she gets the papers
out for me. And by the way, if you are keeping score at home,
that is the third woman in town that now thinks I am a per-
vert.
I sign the papers and then she informs me the block will
be lifted in 24 to 48 hours. I look at her with a puzzled look
on my face, and ask, “It’s going to take that long?”
Not my smartest move. She looked back at me and said,
“Yes, 24 to 48 hours – is that OK?”
And after all of that, the block has still not been lifted from
my phone so I cannot consult a trained professional. But in a
way, I think I am lucky. 
The future is supposed to be uncertain. That is what makes
life interesting. What fun would it be if we always knew what
was going to happen?
I’m a big believer that things happen for a reason. And it is
only after we experience great sorrow that we can know what
joy is. Who knows where any of us will be five years from
now? I don’t. And some woman with a fake Jamaican accent
certainly doesn’t.
Nobody knows what will happen to them when they leave
this place. And that’s what makes it fun.
Cleo can’t foresee problems with 900 line
“Television would
never lie to me, so
I naturally felt
comfortable going
to her with my
concerns.”Kyle Bauer
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Kyle Bauer is a senior journalism major and a semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
kmbauer@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
Opinion
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It was a race filled with late entries, election mischief,controversial decisions and more than a few verbal bat-tles.  This newspaper was involved with most of those,and we now proudly congratulate the winners.
Hugh O’Hara, our new student body president, has one
huge task facing him: reversing the downward spiral of stu-
dent apathy. The voter turnout alone is serious evidence of a
disenfranchised student body, and being in the favor of a
majority of students who only account for about 7 percent of
your constituents isn’t exactly a resume-booster.
O’Hara will have a number of things to deal with during
his tenure in Student
Government’s top spot, but
students who have lost inter-
est in nearly every aspect of
their lives at Eastern will
prove to be his biggest
obstacle.
Daryl Jones, the newly elected student vice president for
public affairs, is the only executive member who wasn’t a
part of the Students First Party. This makes him, perhaps, the
most important new officer. He will have different ideals and
views than his executive colleagues, and he should make
sure his voice is heard to serve as a counterpoint to what
may become a singular ideology.
Jones also is the oldest member of the new executive
board, giving him an unofficial leadership role. His life
experience will lend a balance to the rest of the board, which
has proven its capability in Student Government but hasn’t
traveled the world as Jones has.
Yve Williams, the new student vice president for student
affairs, astutely identified minority relations as a weak link
in campus society, and her plans to address the touchy sub-
ject should be embraced by Eastern.
Jen Fanthorpe takes over as student vice president for
financial affairs, and she says she wants the Apportionment
Board to communicate more and increase the number of
times it meets, both of which make sense after this year’s
history of scattershot scheduling and scarce quorums.
Jessica Catto admits she will be busy in her new job as
student vice president for academic affairs, but students
shouldn’t worry. She knows the expectations of her position
and is confident she can exceed them. Her ideas to create a
scholarship database and add extracurricular activities to
transcripts prove she wants to work for students.
Congratulations to the new executives and senate mem-
bers. Go out and celebrate. But remember that we all expect
you to perform your jobs to the best of your ability and
make us all believe in Eastern again.
Leaders of the
new school
Election winners
The new members of Student
Government were chosen by
the student body to lead the
campus, and should do their
best at fulfilling that duty.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern News
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COUPON BONANZA
Present this coupon at Corning Revere and receive a 
FREE COUPON BOOK valued at over $200.00
Offer expires 05/15/01 eiuban
Central Illinois’ Premier Outlet Center, only 20 minutes south of Champaign/ Urbana
On Route 36 at I-57, Exit 212 in Tuscola, Illinois
(217) 253-2282 shoptuscola.com Call for shopping hours
50¢ Off Any 
Blizzard 345-6886
COUPON #0022
Order  2 Sets,
2nd Set 99 ¢
4”X 6” 
Color Print
Processing
*Processing time may vary due to volume and customer
demand. One-hour photoprocessing only. 35mm, C-41 
processing only.
any exp.
roll
Good Through May. 4, 2001
One hour photo processing only
JR’
s Bar-N-Grill
Sunday Nights
$1.00 Domestic Canned Beer
1412 Broadway Mattoon 258-9004
Good Through 5/30
2 Large
1 Topping
$12.99
TWISTEDCRUST
PIZZA 
w/ 1 TOPPING
$10.99
$ 2 0 O f f  T h e  P u r c h a s e  o f  
C o m p l e t e  G l a s s e s
Frames and Lenses
And Still Get...
Second Pair of Glasses 
FREE
With this coupon
Ask for details 
Offer may not be used in conjunction with other
special ofers
SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING AND INFORMATION SERVICE
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
THE SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING &
INFORMATION SERVICE
OFFERS COUNSELING AND ADVOCACY
FOR EIU STUDENTS
FACT: 80% of all sexual assaults are committed
by someone the victim knows.
ALL SERVICES FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL
24-HOUR HOTLINE 348-5033
$2.00 O ff Haircut
With Kristin or Anna
Good Through 5/4
Now open at corner of 9th & Lincoln 345-3288
Try our new authentic
Chicago Style Italian Beef
Just $3.99
2 pc Chicken and Fries
w/ medium drink
for $2.99
345-6711
Charleston  102 E Lincoln Ave
424 W. Lincoln Ave
345-7000
Expires April 30, 2001
50¢  OFF
any  of  the  foll ll owii ng::
Iced Mocha
Frappe
Iced Latte
Blissful Blend
Campus
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Unique Homes 345-5022
Only Three Apartments Left
in Charleston
1- Spacious, 3 bedroom unit,
furnished, 1429 7th St.
(Next to Dominos Pizza).
2- Roomy, 3 bedroom units,
furnished, 10 or 12 month
lease. Summer months
HALF PRICE
ASK FOR SIGNING SPECIAL
UNIQUE HOMES ALSO OFFERS 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
NEXT TO LAKE LAND COLLEGE.
QUALITY,  AFFORDABLE,  WELL-MANAGED
*
*
*
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
CLEAN & QUIET APTS.
2 bedrooms, 2 persons
12 mos @ $475 incl. water
advertii se
Students learn relaxing ways to unwind
By Pamela Perez
Staff Writer
Students learned several stress-
reducing activities at the “Stress
Fest” held Wednesday night in the
Andrews Hall Basement.
Eric Davidson, assistant director
for Health Education and Promotion,
said that deep breathing, progressive
relaxation, guided imagery, and
laughter are activities that can stu-
dents can use to relieve stress in their
lives.
“You can do them anywhere, any-
time,” Davidson said. “These activi-
ties will help reduce final exam
stress, relationship stress and any
other stress that college students may
face.”
Students who attended the meet-
ing started out the night by laying on
the floor or sitting on couches while
they learned the deep breathing exer-
cise.
Davidson said the first step to
deep breathing is to close both eyes
while placing both hands on the
abdomen. Next, you must figure out
which part of the body has the most
tension and focus on that tension. The
next step is to take a long, slow breath
-inhaling through the nose, hold the
breath, and then release it from the
mouth.
“Deep breathing is the reason
smokers feel so relaxed when they
smoke,” Davidson said.  “The act of
taking a deep breath, holding it, and
then releasing it reduces tension in
the body.”
Progressive relaxation is another
stress reducing activity. This activity
involves a series of tensing muscles,
holding them and then releasing the
tension. Begin this exercise by tens-
ing different parts of the body such as
feet, legs, arms, stomach and face.
End the exercise by tensing every
part of the body simultaneously.
Davidson continued the “Stress
Fest” by explaining how students can
use imagery activities to reduce
stress.  He said to imagine bodily ten-
sion trickling down from the head
through the body and being released
from the toes.
“Another exercise is to imagine
yourself going on a journey to a far
away place,” Davidson said.  “Give
yourself affirmations that you can
come to this place whenever you
want to relax and take a few moments
to be at peace and be whole.”
Davidson also taught students
laughter activities that reduce stress.
Students laid on each others bellies
and said “ha” repeatedly.  When bel-
lies move up and down it causes oth-
ers laying on the bellies to laugh.
“Listening to upbeat music while
doing these activities is another way
that students can reduce stress in their
lives,” Davidson said.
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
Eastern’s Facilities Planning and
Management is in the process of renumbering
all of the rooms in academic buildings on cam-
pus, said Carol Strode, interim director for facil-
ities planning and management.
Strode said the project, expected to be com-
pleted by fall 2001, was necessary because of
the remodeling that has taken place over previ-
ous years.
“The project will be helpful for consistency
in the numbering process for campus,” Strode
said, in an e-mail. “...Many of the rooms (in the
academic buildings) were made into suites and
letters of the alphabet became part of the identi-
fication system.”
Each room in every academic building is
being renumbered based on a drawing that is
prepared by Facilities Planning and
Management, she said.
“The drawing and listing of the current num-
bers and new numbers are given to a building
coordinator who in turn reviews the drawing and
listing and indicates to us if there are any omis-
sions or if any corrections are to be made,”
Strode said.
Students need not worry about going to the
correct room in the fall, since all of the numbers
listed in the fall semester registration newspaper
are correct, said Steven Shrake, architect for the
Physical Plant, in a press release.
“There may be some confusion at first, but
the change is quickly learned,” Strode said.
No additional funding has been allotted for
the renumbering project, she said. “FPM is cov-
ering the cost of the project through our
Maintenance Paint Shop,” Strode said. “Most of
the material was furnished with an ADA
(American Disabilities Act) project in exchange
for Eastern providing labor to install the sig-
nage.”
The ADA requirements for location of sig-
nage and information necessary to be placed on
the doors and the 911 requirements for identifi-
cation of each room assists Facilities Planning
and Management with the task of renumbering
the rooms of the academic buildings on campus.
The buildings that have been completed so
far include Buzzard Hall, the Life Sciences
Building and Annex, Student Services Building,
McAfee Gymnasium, Lantz and Ninth Street
Hall, Strode said. She said workers are currently
working on renumbering the Physical Science
Building.
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
A new Speaking Across the Curriculum
initiative may be implemented if approved
by the Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday.
The initiative resembles the recently
implemented Writing Across the
Curriculum Initiative, but with a speaking
emphasis. 
According to the proposal, speaking
competency will be assessed in the general
education requirements of SPC 1310/1390
and senior seminars. In addition, at least
three departmental major courses will be
required to include speaking components. 
Accompanied with these additions, the
faculty that teach these courses will be
offered opportunities to attend workshops
on evaluation of speaking competence.
The initiative, created by the Council on
Assessment of Student Learning, will
facilitate the creation of a Speaking Across
the Curriculum Committee to establish the
identification of speaking components.
The proposal was pulled from CAA’s
agenda in mid-March because of financing
concerns. 
“Obviously, the recommendation will
impact the resources of the College of Arts
& Humanities in a significant way, and so
we ask a bit of time to study the issue and
discuss it,” said Jeffrey Lynch, associate
dean of the College of Arts & Humanities,
in an email to CAA at the time of the with-
drawal.  
CAA will also be considering a new
creative writing course and the revision of
the creative writing minor. 
The new  course, Creative Writing:
Nonfiction, will focus exclusively on the
essay form of writing.
The course will involve extensive read-
ing aimed at developing a critical vocabu-
lary and background knowledge of the
genre that will be integrated with extensive
writing and workshop discussions, accord-
ing to the proposal.   
The course will first be offered in the
spring semester of 2002, if approved by
the CAA. 
The creative minor revisions include the
addition of the new creative writing course
and a change in required 4000 level cours-
es. Currently only one 4000 level course is
required. The change would increase that
requirement to two courses.
Building renumbering 
to be completed by fall
Public speaking may soon be
required across the curriculum
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
A group of students participate in a laughing exercise at Stressfest Wednesday night in the basement of Andrews Hall.
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Puppy love
Pete Martin a junior speech communications major, stands by as his dog Deuce
acquaints himself with Pudge (right) on Wednesday afternoon on the side of
Monier field. They have to get to know each other because they have to live
together next year, said Martin. Pudge’s owner is a friend and teammate of
Martin’s who will be living with him next semester.
Applications now available
for next fall’s Panther Pals
By Maura Possley
Staff writer
Volunteers are needed for next
year’s move-in day, which offers
those willing to give up their time
perks such as early access to
books, a pizza party and a free T-
shirt. 
Panther Pals assist both new and
transfer students in any way possi-
ble on move-in day, from physical-
ly moving, to watching belongings,
said Krista Conway, orientation
staff coordinator.
“(Panther Pals) really help
things move smoothly, especially
with halls with a high number of
residents, like Carman,” Conway
said.  
Although being a Panther Pal is
voluntary, it is beneficial to those
who participate, Conway said.
When students arrive for training,
which begins on the required
move-in day of Aug. 15, they are
treated to the aforementioned
perks. 
Panther Pal participants can be
distinguished on move-in day by
the T-shirts they wear, said
Conway. 
Conway urged all interested
students to fill out an application,
which are available in all residence
halls, the Student Life Office and
the Office of Orientation.
Applications are due Friday. 
“Each year the Office of
Orientation has a good turnout of
applications and generally most
students who apply, (we) take,”
said Conway. 
The volunteers  begin to help
with move-in the Thursday and
Friday after their initial arrival, she
said. 
“Panther Pals have been assist-
ing students on move-in day for
many years, and, (the office of ori-
entation) is really lucky to get the
support of the students,” Conway
said.
Along with move-in day,
Panther Pals are expected to assist
with move-in events such as
Panther Preview, she said. 
Last chance to join ASEP
By Lauren Zivic
Staff writer
The final meeting for those interested in joining the
Alternate Secondary Education Program will be today. 
The meeting for anyone interested in taking ASEP
courses will be held at 4 p.m. in Buzzard Hall Room
2147.
ASEP is one of two certified programs that prepares
students to teach in secondary schools, said Audrey
Edwards, professor of secondary education.
“ASEP is different because of the way the school vis-
its are scheduled and the course structure,” Edwards said.
ASEP courses are not closed for next semester.
Students interested can still  wait-list for them, she said.
Those already in the program this fall must attend the
meeting that will last about 30 minutes and will offer a lot
of information, Edwards said.
If anyone is unable to attend and would like to sched-
ule an appointment, contact  Edwards at 581-7394.
the daily eastern news
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Going Back To School?
Study This!
“School is one place you’ll find the better ingredients to make a better life. 
So good luck and study hard.”
2 Large 
1 toppingg
$12.99
1 small
1 topping
breadstick
$6.99
424 W. Lincoln
1 Large
works
$11.99
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
ECONOMICAL APTS.
2 bedrooms, 2 persons
$380 mo. Incl. catv, water
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
BRITTANY RIDGE
4 bedrooms, 4-5 persons
$188-235 per person
dishwasher, w/d, a/c
Extended Hrs.
MWF 11-1, 2-4
T 2-3p  R 2-4p
715 Grant #101Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
APARTMENTS MUST GO!
Now Offering Lower Prices
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
NOW OFFERING SIGNING INCENTIVES
DISCOUNTS, VCR’S, MICROWAVES, GRILLS, $ BACK
FACILITIES INCLUDE
*  CENTRAL AC *  FULLY FURNISHED APT.
*  BALCONIES *  PARKING
*  LAUNDRY *  FREE TRASH
LEAVE A MESSAGE
E v er y one i s  Welcome !
For  more  in for mation or  r ides  C all :
B rooke  @ 348-6378
Cooley interviewing to keep
his position permanently
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Jeff Cooley, interim vice presi-
dent for business affairs, will partic-
ipate in on-campus interviews
today in attempts to solidify the
position he has held in an acting
capacity for almost two years.
“We want as much feedback as
we can get because the viewpoint
of the campus is very important to
the search committee,” said
Ebrahim Karbassioon, chair of the
vice president for business affairs
search committee.
Karbassioon said faculty and
students are welcome to attend a
session that will be held from 4 to 5
p.m. in the 1895 Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, or they can attend the latter
session from 7 to 8 p.m., also in the
1895 Room. 
Before Cooley was appointed by
Eastern President Carol Surles to
fill the position in the interim, he
served Eastern as assistant vice
president for business affairs and
previous to that, Cooley was the
director of internal auditing at
Eastern. 
In total, Cooley, an Eastern
alumnus, has had an 18-year career
as an Eastern administrator in the
business affairs area. 
After graduating from Eastern
with a bachelors of science degree
in 1979, Cooley worked as a senior
accountant in Taylorville for four
years. 
Aside from possessing a bache-
lor’s degree, Cooley has been certi-
fied as a public accountant, fraud
examiner and internal auditor.
Two candidates for the position
have visited Eastern for interviews
already and two more are sched-
uled to be on campus within the
next week. 
Harry Schuckel, vice president
for budget, planning and informa-
tion technology at Montclair State
University in New Jersey, will be
on campus Monday.
Dave Simpson, vice president
for business and community rela-
tions at the University of the South
in Tennessee, will be on campus on
Wednesday.
After the on-campus interviews
of the candidates have been com-
pleted, the search committee will
convene and send forth recommen-
dations to Surles, who will make
the final decision.   
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The interviews for a new direc-
tor of housing and dining services
began Thursday with the inter-
view of Patrick J. Bradley, direc-
tor of housing at Central Missouri
State University.
However, this is not the first
time Bradley has been on
Eastern’s campus. From 1983 to
1996 Bradley held the position of
assistant director of housing at
Eastern, where he also received
his masters of business adminis-
tration in 1993.
Bradley also served as area
coordinator in Eastern’s housing
department for the year prior to
his promotion to assistant direc-
tor. 
“I was the first and last hall
director at the Charleston Inn,
what is now the Worthington Inn,”
Bradley told the attendees of the
on-campus interview. 
At the time Bradley was area
coordinator, Eastern’s housing
was so full the university housed
about 80 students at the
Charleston Inn. Bradley said there
were about 1,000 students on the
waiting list, and the university
told them the first 80 who turned
their applications in would have
rooms at the inn. 
Bradley said coming back to
Eastern when housing is below
occupancy would be strange
because when he left the occupan-
cy rate was above 100 percent. 
Bradley moved to Central
Missouri State University because
he felt he could make a differ-
ence. 
“I really felt I have made a dif-
ference,” Bradley said. 
When Bradley appeared on
Missouri Sate’s campus, he said
they were in bad financial shape
because of a very low occupancy
rate. After making a lot of
changes that were sparked by
focus groups, surveys and
“repackaging the product,”
Bradley said he “changed the
place around.”
“I can walk out of there today
and feel I did a good job,” Bradley
said. 
One significant change in the
university residence hall system
was to introduce considerable
technology advancements,
including completely wiring the
dorms with ethernet. 
Bradley said the introduction
of the technology advancements
gave the residence halls a compet-
itive “niche” above off-campus
housing.
To address the residence hall
deferred maintenance problem,
Bradley said, “You have to take it
one thing at a time.
“In a situation like that, you do
what you have to do first,”
Bradley said. “It becomes diffi-
cult, especially with no external
funding.”
Bradley said the department
needs to keep an active interest in
enrollment and retention figures. 
“We need to be key players in
that,” Bradley said. 
Interviewee for director of housing
dining comes back after 5 years
I can walk out of here today
and feel I did a good job.
Patrick J. Bradley,
candidate for the position of director of
housing and dining
“
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All will take place on the EIU campus
Thursday 4/19/01 - 1-5pm Infor mation Table/Lumpkin College of Business
Thursday 4/19/01 - 7pm-8pm MLK Union / Paris Room / Program Presentation
Friday 4/20/01 - 8am-5pm Interviews
Campus Tour Guides & Panther Pals
Call 581-6435 for more information
Applications Due Friday!
Now Accepting Applications!
Pick one up at the Office of Orientation, Student
Life Office & Residence Hall Front Desk
This cat
says
Advertise!
Champaign County creates legal
defense fund against Miami tribe
URBANA (AP) — Champaign
County Board members have creat-
ed a $10,000 legal defense fund for
a county farmer sued by the Miami
Indians in the tribe’s effort to
reclaim 2.6 million acres of eastern
Illinois land.
County board members voted
23-2 Tuesday to set up the fund for
Rex Walden, a rural Urbana farmer.
Board member Greg Knott said
the vote “sends a clear message:
this county will protect its own
interests and protect the interests of
our landowners.”
The Oklahoma-based tribe sued
15 landowners, one in each of 15
counties, saying their land was part
of a 2.6 million acre tract that right-
fully belongs to the Miami, includ-
ing the eastern half of Champaign
County.
Tribal leaders contend their
ancestors never surrendered that
land in 19th century treaties with
the United States. The tribe wants
the land back or some compensa-
tion. The Miami said they chose
defendants at random, including
Walden.
The Champaign County board’s
vote comes as the state Legislature
considers proposals to create anoth-
er $100,000 legal defense for the
owners of all 15 properties. County
officials said they hoped other
counties will join in helping
landowners sued by the tribe.
The tribe’s lawsuit, which Gov.
George Ryan and other state offi-
cials say is just a ploy to bargain for
a casino somewhere in downstate
Illinois, is scheduled for trial this
summer. Attorney General Jim
Ryan, however, has gained permis-
sion to intervene on behalf of the
landowners and said he will soon
file a motion to dismiss the lawsuit.
CHICAGO (AP) — A federal
judge on Wednesday rejected a
plea deal for the longtime friend of
Gov. George Ryan who admitted
covering up bribery in the secre-
tary of state’s office, saying the
six-month sentence prosecutors
agreed to was too short to “serve
as a deterrent to others.”
U.S. District Judge Charles R.
Norgle told a stunned courtroom
that a sentence of a year and a day
was more appropriate for Dean
Bauer, the highest-ranking official
to plead guilty so far in the gov-
ernment’s three-year investigation
of drivers licenses in return for
bribes.
“A lesser sentence would tend
to deprecate the seriousness of
what has happened here and would
not serve as a deterrent to others,”
he said, brushing off claims that
Bauer is too sick to serve a full
year.
Bauer, 72, who admitted cover-
ing up corruption that he was sup-
posed to fight in the secretary of
state’s office, was given a week to
decide whether to withdraw his
guilty plea and go ahead with trial.
Rejection of such a plea agree-
ment by a federal judge is unusual
but not unprecedented. Chief
defense counsel Edward Genson
told Norgle that as a result of his
decision a trial was a real possibil-
ity.
Asked by reporters as he left
the courthouse whether he was
prepared to go to trial, Genson
shot back: “How long have you
known me? Have you ever seen
me unprepared?” Bauer remained
silent as he left court.
Federal prosecutors, who had
agreed to the six-month sentence,
also were silent. “We’re not going
to comment,” said Randall
Samborn, a spokesman for the
U.S. attorney’s office. “This is a
pending case.”
Bauer, a former Kankakee
police chief, served for seven years
as inspector general in the secre-
tary of state’s office under Ryan.
He is charged with racketeering
and making false statements to
federal investigators as well as
obstruction of justice in the indict-
ment.
He pleaded guilty to one count
— obstruction of justice — for
urging a state employee to destroy
a document he knew was under
federal subpoena. But in his signed
plea agreement Bauer also admit-
ted that he hid evidence and con-
cealed investigations of bribes
paid in exchange for licenses.
Judge says six-month
sentence not tough
enough for Ryan aide 
Appeals court orders Rockford desegregation decree lifted
CHICAGO (AP) — A federal
appeals panel on Wednesday
ordered an end to a 5-year-old
court-ordered blueprint for deseg-
regating Rockford public schools,
saying it had done its job and no
longer was needed.
“The Rockford public schools
have been desegregated,” the
three-judge panel of the 7th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals said in a
nine-page decision written by
Judge Richard Posner.
“No longer are there any
schools that are ‘white only’ or
‘minority only,’ or even approxi-
mations of such schools,” the
court said.
In so ruling, the court over-
turned a decision by federal
Magistrate Judge P. Michael
Mahoney that the desegregation
decree must remain in effect for
six more years but with some pro-
visions relaxed.
It ruled in favor of the
Rockford Board of Education. A
group called People Who Care
and others had sought to keep the
decree in effect for at least 11
more years.
The court noted that Rockford
has spent substantial money
putting the blueprint into effect. It
said the cost of implementing the
1996 decree and predecessors
going back to 1989 totals $238
million.
Attorneys fees alone are
approaching $20 million, it noted.
The 1996 decree was only the
latest in court-ordered efforts to
desegregate Rockford schools
going back as early as 1973.
No longer are there any
schools that are ‘white only’
or ‘minority only,’ or even
approximations of such
schools.
court decision written by 
Judge Richard Posner
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Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Thursday @
Mothers
$1 U Call Bottles And Bar Drinks
Friday & Saturday
$1.50 Bottles And Bar Drinks
NO COVER  DJ Beeker
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT??
COFFEE • SANDWICHES • PASTERIES • ESPRESSO
LIve Music Every Friday Night
Open Poetry Every Saturday Night
OPEN 6AM-9PM MON-THURS, IIPM WEEKENDS
235-BEAN
Corner of 17th ST.&Charleston, Mattoon
oops
400 officers,
agents ready for
McVeigh execution
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. (AP)
— From a command center in
the federal penitentiary, officials
will oversee nearly 400 state,
local and federal law enforce-
ment officers during the days
leading up to Timothy
McVeigh’s execution.
The command center will
open on May 9, a week before
McVeigh is scheduled to die by
lethal injection for the 1995
bombing of the Oklahoma City
federal building, which killed
168.
The number of officers in the
area will grow as the execution
date approaches, Warden Harley
Lappin said at the prison
Wednesday.
Some law enforcement
authorities and residents have
expressed fear of some kind of
terrorist attack when McVeigh is
executed May 16.
“At this point in time, we
don’t have any indication that
any organized group is planning
anything in support of the inci-
dent at Oklahoma City or the
execution of Timothy
McVeigh,” said Robert Reilley,
agent in charge of the FBI’s
Indianapolis office.
Texas halts vote 
on hate crimes 
legislation
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — The
Texas Legislature on
Wednesday abruptly stopped
voting on hate crimes legislation
after the governor persuaded
key Republicans to pull their
support, a sponsor said.
“It is my understanding that
the governor has gotten involved
and has discouraged members
from voting to bring the bill
up,” said Democratic Sen.
Rodney Ellis. “I can’t prove
that. You’d have to ask the gov-
ernor.”
Gov. Rick Perry said he
spoke with Sen. Robert Duncan,
a Republican, about the bill but
did not pressure him to change
his vote. “I don’t think I tried to
persuade him,” Perry said.
inbrief
campusFed gives Wall Street surprise 
with unexpected rate cut
WASHINGTON (AP) — Acting
in an emergency conference call, the
Federal Reserve moved Wednesday
to bolster the flagging economy by
cutting interest rates by half a point
for the fourth time this year.
It marked the most aggressive
credit easing during Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan’s nearly
14 years at the helm and sent a clear
message that the central bank is pre-
pared to do whatever it can to prevent
a recession.
Wall Street, which had given up
hope that the Fed would cut rates
again before its meeting on May 15,
soared on the news.
The Dow Jones industrial average
enjoyed its third biggest one-day
point gain in history, rising by 399.10
points, or 3.9 percent, to close at
10,615.64. The technology-heavy
Nasdaq rose 8.1 percent, its fourth
best percentage gain, to close at
2,079.44.
“Tactically, this was a masterful
stroke on the part of the Fed because
the markets had completely eliminat-
ed the possibility of a Fed cut before
the next meeting,” said David Jones,
chief economist at Aubrey G.
Lanston & Co. in New York.
The Fed’s decision to cut the fed-
eral funds rate, the interest that banks
charge each other, to 4.5 percent will
translate into lower borrowing costs
for millions of Americans.
Commercial banks immediately
followed suit with a half-point cut in
their prime lending rate, pushing the
benchmark for many consumer and
business loans down to 7.5 percent,
the lowest level in more than six
years.
In a brief statement announcing its
decision, the Fed said it was con-
cerned about recent declines in busi-
ness investment in new plants and
equipment, one of the major driving
forces in the record 10-year econom-
ic expansion.
A further decline in investment
spending, combined with the nega-
tive effects on consumer spending
from a falling stock market and with
economic weakness in other coun-
tries, “threatens to keep the pace of
economic activity unacceptably
weak,” the Fed said.
“This is exactly the right decision,
made at exactly the right time,” said
Gordon Richards, chief economist
for the National Association of
Manufacturers. “It is much-needed
adrenaline for a weak economy.”
The big Wall Street rally on
Wednesday was the most positive
immediate response since the Fed
began the series of rate reductions on
Jan. 3. Its reduction that day, the first
cut outside of a regular meeting since
the Asian crisis of 1998, triggered a
300-point Dow rally.
The market was disappointed in
the next two rate cuts, which came
during regularly scheduled Fed meet-
ings, especially the March 20
announcement when investors had
been hoping for a bigger three-quar-
ter-point Fed move.
Tactically, this was a master-
ful stroke on the part of the
Fed because the markets
had completely eliminated
the possibility of a Fed cut
before the next meeting.
David Jones,
chief economist at  Aubrey G.
Lanston & Co. in New York
“
”
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. (AP)
— President Bush said he and
Congress are progressing toward
legislation to change America’s
education system by holding
schools accountable for student
success while giving parents a way
to get extra help.
With Congress in spring recess,
Bush promoted his education
package Wednesday in two events
reminiscent of the presidential
campaign. Congress returns next
week planning to debate Bush’s
proposals, which would increase
student testing and require
improved scores as the price for
substandard schools to keep feder-
al money.
“We’re finding agreement that
the accountability system has got
to have some teeth in it,” said
Bush, who was presented with an
honorary doctorate of laws before
1,700 people at Central
Connecticut State University.
Earlier Wednesday, Bush visit-
ed an elementary school in nearby
Waterbury, where he highlighted
efforts to turn around a school that
he said tested poorly eight years
ago.
Senate and White House nego-
tiators drafted a tentative compro-
mise plan this month that would
provide an alternative to Bush’s
proposal to offer private school
vouchers to students in poor
schools.
Under the compromise, the
government would aid persistently
failing schools to bring up test
scores, but those that remain sub-
standard after years of extra aid
would be forced to give pupils an
option to transfer to another public
school. A last resort would close
failing schools to be reopened as
charter schools with new staffs and
new curricula.
The plan also proposes taking
money from failing schools and
giving it to families for tutoring
programs.
Bush finds agreement 
on part of education plan
China escapes censure of rights record
GENEVA (AP) — A U.S.
attempt to win international con-
demnation of China’s human rights
record failed on Wednesday when
the U.N. rights watchdog passed a
Chinese motion blocking considera-
tion of the American proposal.
But the U.N. Human Rights
Commission did criticized Cuba for
its human rights record and voted
50-1 to censure Israel for allowing
Jewish settlements in the Palestinian
territories, with only the United
States taking Israel’s side.
In a 23-17 vote, the 53-nation
body decided not to consider a U.S.
resolution denouncing Beijing’s for
its repression of the Falun Gong
spiritual movement, its “increased
restrictions” on Tibetans and “harsh
sentencing” of government oppo-
nents.
It was the 10th time a Western
government has tried — and failed
— to pass a resolution condemning
China at the annual meeting of the
commission. Each time, full debate
has been blocked by a Chinese
motion calling for “no action.”
China amassed support among
African countries for Wednesday’s
“no action” vote, which required
only a simple majority of ballots cast
to pass. Twelve of the 53 nations
with voting rights on the commis-
sion abstained and Congo was
absent.
The vote came despite the
entreaties of U.S. delegation head
Shirin Tahir-Kheli, who said “the
essential principle of universal
human rights is that they apply to
every country at every moment.”
“By custom, law, and common
understanding, no nation is at liberty
to disregard these norms,” she said.
“China should follow the same inter-
national standards that every other
country does.”
Chinese Ambassador Qiao
Zonghuai said the U.S. proposal
contained “slanderous accusations”
and accused the United States of
“double-standards.”
China had lobbied heavily in
recent weeks to avert consideration
of the U.S. proposal. When the vote
was over, supporting delegates
applauded Qiao and congratulated
him, some slapping him on the back.
In addition to several African
countries, China also had support
from India and Pakistan. The United
States was supported mainly by
European nations and by Japan.
In the separate resolution censur-
ing Israel, the commission expressed
“grave concern” at “the expropria-
tion of land, the demolition of hous-
es, the confiscation of property (and)
the expulsion of Palestinians.”
The measure was bitterly
opposed by Israel, which is a non-
voting observer of the commission.
Israeli Ambassador Yaakov Levy
said settlements were a difficult
issue that could be resolved only in
Palestinian-Israeli negotiations and
that the “one-sided” resolution pre-
judged the outcome of the talks.
A resolution condemning Cuba’s
human rights record passed by a
slimmer margin — 22-20 with 10
abstentions.
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will do my best to represent them.”
Williams has spent two years on
the Student Senate and is currently
the chair of the diversity affairs com-
mittee. In the upcoming year,
Williams would like to fulfill the
promises she made during her cam-
paign, such as the “Match-Me” pro-
gram and the RSO incentive pro-
gram.
The “Match-Me” program
would connect incoming students
with recognized student organiza-
tions to match their interests, and the
RSO incentive program would help
find funding to keep RSOs viable.
“I think these are some of the key
programs that got me elected,”
Williams said. 
To the students who voted for
her, Williams said, “Thank you so
much. This means so much to me. I
love (the students) so much right
now.”
Williams will take on her new
position on April 25.
Falling closely behind Williams
in the number of votes, Student
Pride candidate Alison Mormino,
president of the Residence Hall
Association, received 283 votes.
Mormino said that she still plans to
be a part of Student Government.
Next fall, Mormino said that she
will try to seek an appointment on
the Student Senate and be involved
in some committee work.
Alpha Party candidate Megan
Flickinger received 83 votes and
was unavailable for comment.
By Amber Williams
Vice president
for public
affairs
Daryl Jones
will be the new
student vice
president for
public affairs
beginning April
25. 
Jones, who
received 327 votes of the 727 ballots
cast, won the seat by a mere 30 votes
over the next strongest competitor
Marty Ruhaak, who received 297
votes.
“I’ll do my best to make the stu-
dents happy with their decision,”
Jones said at Wednesday’s Student
Senate meeting, where the election
results were released. “The students
showed their concern with a lot of
issues I talked about.”
Jones said he really appreciated
the students’ support, and he will
have an “open door policy” to hear
their concerns. 
A third candidate, Rachel Foster
with the Alpha party, brought in 73
votes. Foster declined comment and
Ruhaak also declined comment. 
“Marty was a great candidate,”
Jones said. “I really think either one
of us would do just as good of a job.”
Jones received the majority of his
winning votes from on-campus stu-
dents on the second day of voting.
One of the top positions Jones
will assume in his new office is as
student trustee to the Eastern Board
of Trustees. Also as part of his new
position he will make appointments
to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education Student Advisory
Committee and the Charleston City
Council (student representative).
By Joseph Ryan
Vice president for 
financial affairs
Students First
Party candidate,
Jen Fanthorpe,
was elected stu-
dent vice presi-
dent for financial
a f f a i r s
Wednesday.
Fanthorpe, a
s o p h o m o r e
business major,
received 400
votes to her Student Pride Party
opponent, Dwight Nelson, a junior
psychology major’s, 244 votes. 
“I’m ready to go,” Fanthorpe
said. “I plan on going to work on
getting people that are on the tuition
and fee review committee to look at
frozen tuition.”
Fanthorpe said she wants to look
closely at housing rates because they
had a big impact this year when stu-
dents were able to see them; however,
she said she realizes that the commit-
tee cannot start on the housing rates
until they lay the ground work for it.
Nelson said he was very pleased
with the number of votes he got. “We
went in as the underdogs,” he said. He
hopes that he may get an appoint-
ment, but he believes that his cam-
paign tactics may have hurt his
chances at getting someone to
appoint him. 
The student vice president for
financial affairs has perhaps the
most narrowly defined task on the
executive board, and one that
requires the most technical knowl-
edge. Fanthorpe will be in charge of
the Apportionment Board and dol-
ing student fee money out to five
boards, including the AB. 
Fanthorpe, from Naperville, has
previously served as the chair of the
Tuition and Fee Review Committee,
as well as the Student Senate’s liai-
son to the AB.  
By Jennifer Rigg
Elections
from Page 1
Daryl Jones
Jen Fanthorpe
The resolution goes to the President’s Council, which has
final say over whether to approve the committee’s recom-
mendations.
In other business, senate members tabled legislation retain-
ing H & H Transportation of Charleston to run the Panther
Express through 2004, after learning that the company had
not yet acquired a performance bond.
A performance bond, which assures a third party — usual-
ly an insurance company — will continue to provide service
even if the contracted company defaults on its contract, is
required under the proposed contract.
The senate also addressed some internal affairs concerns
by making the senate parliamentarian a separate position and
abolishing the system of senate staffers.
Until now, the chair of the senate’s Internal Affairs
Committee assumed the duties of parliamentarian, which con-
sist of advising the senate on parliamentary procedure. 
Senate member Kristen Wooden said separating the two
jobs would allow the internal affairs chair to work more on
other senate business, such as promoting Student Government
to the student body.
A bylaw change deleting three paragraphs of the Student
Government Constitution dealing with senate staffers was
also passed unanimously. 
Senate member Joe Robbins said the senate has not used
senate staffers for a long time.
“It’s not been in existence,” he said.
Senate
from Page 1
“Students assume that they will pay about $100
for all of their books.
Katie Cox,
Student body president
”
Circluation Help Needed at The
Daily Eastern News starting June
11. Monday and Wednesday
morning 6:00 am to 8:00 am.
Great pay. Apply at 1802 Buzzard
Hall.
_______________________4/30
Student Business Manager
Needed for Student Publications.
Must be a Junior and be enrolled
as a declared business major.
Great opportunity for the right per-
son. Apply at 1802 Buzzard Hall.
_______________________4/30
MBA Student Needed ASAP for
Graduate Assistantship. Great
opportunity. Fun working environ-
ment and great pay. Apply at
1802 Buzzard Hall.
_______________________4/30
CAMP STAFF NORTHERN MIN-
NESOTA. Pursuing energetic,
caring, upbeat individuals who
wish to participate in our incredi-
bly postitive camp communities.
Counselors to instruct backpack-
ing, camping and activities includ-
ing: Bdsail, Sail, Wski, Canoe,
Gymn, Hback, Tennis, Swim, Fish,
Climb & Blacksmith. Trip Leaders,
Videographer, Kitchen and Office
Staff. Also, Director of Tripping,
Asst. Waterfront, and Pottery.
Experience the most rewarding
summer of your life. 6/11-8/13.
Call toll free 877-567-9140 or
camptbird@primary.net.
_______________________4/19
Applications being accepted for
College Fellowship director, 1st
Presbyterian Church- Call 345-
3615.
_______________________4/20
Brian's Place Night Club-  Needs
part-time waitress and doorman.
Apply in person at 21st &
Broadway, Mattoon. Call 234-
4151.
_______________________4/20
Waitress wanted part time, apply
in person after 4 pm, Pagliai's
Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
_______________________4/26
Earn $320-$600 per week in
hometown. 40 hours per week, 3
day weekend. Bonus/ advance-
ment opportunities. Call 1-800-
331-4441 for interview  with
College Craft Housepainters.
_______________________4/30
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring painters & job site
managers for the summer. NO
experience necessary EARN $8-
10/HOUR Call 1-888-277-97887
www.collegepro.com
_______________________4/30
$10-$14/HR. HOMEWORK COL-
LEGE PAINTERS. 4-10HR DAYS
PER WEEK PAINTING HOUSES.
40-50 PAINTERS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY. NO EXPERI-
ENCE NECESSARY. WORK IN
WILL AND SOUTHERN COOK
CTY. CALL NOW: 800-992-1202.
_______________________4/30
Charleston Dairy Queen now hir-
ing evenings and weekends for
spring and summer. Apply in per-
son after 1pm. 20 State St. 345-
6886
_______________________4/30
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
______________________ 5/01
MBA student needed for graduate
assistantship. Apply at 1802
Buzzard
________________________01
Good futon with comfortable mat-
tress. $145 call 348-6335.
_______________________4/21
Wicker entertainment center for
sale. Excellent condition. $20.
Ask for Aleeya at 581-8104.
_______________________4/28
NEED A COMPUTER FOR NEXT
YEAR?  Packard Bell, Ethernet
ready, Word 2001, with HP printer.
$350.00- Needs to be sold by
summer. 581-2453.
_______________________4/23
2 lofts in good condition, fit in all
dorms. 1 piece of tan carpet. 1
shelf that sits on the desk, good
for computers. Call 581-3332.
_______________________4/24
FORD Taurus 1992, wagon, a/c,
hi miles, runs grt, $1600/obo-
581-6653 or 345-5162
_______________________4/25
'98 Black Toyota Carolla 4,000
miles Automatic, AC, Cassette
$10,800 OBO 581-5053.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE 1624 12TH
ST. AVAILABLE SUMMER 2001,
EXTREMELY CLEAN, CENTRAL
AC, WASHER/DRYER,
MICROWAVE, PRIVACY FENCE,
GARAGE, NEW APPLIANCES, 1
1/2 BATH, $500/MONTH, 348-
1934 OR 276-6550.
_______________________4/19
Girls Only: 1 and 2 Bedroom
Apartment for rent. Across from
Buzzard. Call 335-2652.
_______________________4/19
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments,
2020 10th, 2 Bedrooms $235-285.
Lincolnwood on 9th, 2 Bedrooms
$235-285.
Pinetree, 1 and 2 Bedrooms, Rent
includes heat $245-300.
Pinetree, 2 and 3 Bedrooms $235.
1,3 Bedrooms.
First semester lease available. All
locations have pool privileges, all
rents include parking and trash,
seperate student leases and
roommate placements. Saturday
showings by appointmnet. Call
345-6000 of stop by 2219 S. 9th
street.
_______________________4/19   
Girls not returning to E.I.U afterall,
so...awesome 5 bedroom house
for 6 is available. W/D, A/C, dish-
washer. 2 blocks from campus.
Lease negotiable. $235. 345-
6967.
_______________________4/19
3 Bedroom house- half block from
campus (Beside Stix.)  Available
May 15. 1 year lease and deposit
required. $600 per month. Call
276-7888 or 276-7889.
_______________________4/20
UGLY, affordable 2BR House for 2.
Works good but your mother will
hate it. 12 months @ $400. 2
blocks to EIU. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________4/20
2, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm houses to lease.
Great rates and locations. Call
346-3583
_______________________4/20
Large, Very Nice, 2 Bedroom
Apartment. Available for Fall on
the square (over Z's Music.)  $425
per month, water and trash includ-
ed. Laundry, no pets. Call 345-
2616.
_______________________4/20
Summer Rent; $100 per person,
fully furnished house with garage.
348-6782.
_______________________4/20
House for rent; 10 month lease
fully furnished, with garage, wash-
er, dryer etc. 348-6782.
_______________________4/20
3 BEDROOM APT. LOCATED AT
202 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED,
NEW KITCHEN BATH WITH
SHOWER, A/C WASHER &
DRYER. CALL 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 345-9462.
_______________________4/20
Housing for 1-5 persons. Singles
from $250. Groups from $188-275
each.,  C21Wood, Jim Wood, 345-
4489.
_______________________4/20
Fall four bedroom, two bath
house- 319 Madison. Summer-
two bedroom house- 1022 2nd,
$175 per person. 348-5032.
_______________________4/23
Clean, spacious house with large
bedrooms and closets for 5
females. Near Rec Center 345-
2564
_______________________4/23
4 people needed to lease a
Brittany Ridge Townhouse this
Fall. Close to campus, washer &
dryer, central heat & air.
First/last/deposit/lease. Trash paid.
Available August 15. No pets 345-
8458
_______________________4/23
3Bedroom house for rent. 1038
9th St. Reference and deposit
required. Available August 1
$240/person. (217)849-3043
_______________________4/24
Well Kept 2 Bedroom Unit.
Excellent location!  $220/person.
Call 345-0652. NO PETS.
_______________________4/30
Need female roomate Fall 2001.
Behind Buzzard. Own room and
completly redone. Call 345-0917
or 348-5576.
_______________________4/24
Room for summer, plus kitchen,
includes W/D, all utilities, 2 bloocks
from EIU. $250.
_______________________4/24
House near campus will rent to 4-
6 students. 2 kitchens, 2 baths,
washer/dryer 348-0712 after 5 pm.
_______________________4/26
3 Bdrm near campus. Washer &
dryer, A/C, $210/person. Call 348-
0712 after 5 pm.
_______________________4/26
1 Roomate needed. Great house
with awesome deck, washer/dryer,
$200 a month plus utilities. Get
own room. 940 Division st. Call
348-5158.
_______________________4/27
Very nice 2 to 3 bedroom house
washer/dryer off street parking
newly remodel. 345-3411.
_______________________4/27
2 & 3 BEDROOM RENTALS
ALSO STUDIO APT. OFF THE
SQUARE. OFF STREET PARK-
ING AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
OR FALL-SPRING. 348-0927.
_______________________4/27
LARGE HOUSE WITH BASE-
MENT, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. (4
OR MORE PEOPLE) CALL 349-
8824 LEAVE MESSAGE. AVAIL-
ABLE AUGUST 1.
_______________________4/27
FEMALE roommates, INTERSES-
SION, SUMMER, FALL 2001 OR
JAN 2002,"ALL" utilities includes,
2- TELEPHONE LINES, w/d, dish-
washer, CABLE, microwave, A/C,
COMPLETELY furnished, OFF
street parking CONNECTS to
CAMPUS. 1808 South 9th, 345-
3273.
_______________________4/30
2 Bedroom apt., C/A, 2 Blks from
campus. After 6 pm call 345-9636
_______________________4/30
2009 12th St. 3 Bedroom, 1 1/2
Bath. Dep. Req. Partially
Remodeled. Big yard. 348-5843
_______________________4/30
DON'T MISS THIS NICE QUIET
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1431
NINTH. AVAILABLE AUGUST
348-0209
_______________________4/30
Clean, all girls 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment, w/central air,
laundry, trash, and water inc. $260
ea. Northeast of Morton Park.
Lease available in June or Aug.
Call 235-3373 or evenings 348-
5427.
_______________________4/30
Nice 2 BR apartment now avail-
able for fall 2001. $575/month.
Includes heat water and trash.
897-6266
_______________________4/30
3 BR house now available for fall
2001. 811 4th St. $225/person.
897-6266.
_______________________4/30
Large 4 BR house now available
for fall 2001. $225/person 503
Harrison. 897-6266.
_______________________4/30
RENT REDUCED-U MUST SEE
THIS ONE CLASSIC LOCATION:
MOTIVATED LANDLORD, A
LARGE 1-BEDROOM, FUR-
NISHED, 2-AC, PERFECT FOR 1
OR 2. 345-7717.
_______________________4/30
Large Furnished Apartment, close
to campus and park. Laundry
room, central air, off street park-
ing. Must see. Call 349-8824 and
leave message if no answer.
(Avail. Aug.1)
_______________________4/30
UNIQUE HOMES offers furnished,
spacious, 3 BR apts, 10 or 11 1/2
mo. lease, low as $202.50 a per-
son. NEXT TO LAKELAND COL-
LEGE. 345-5022.
________________________01
TIME IS RUNNING OUT! Three
furnished apts. left in Charleston.
One spacious 3 BR, 1429 7th St,
next to DOMINOES PIZZA. Also
(2), roomy, 3 BR units, 10 or 11 1/2
mo. lease. ASK FOR SIGNING
SPECIALS! Unique Homes 345-
5022.
________________________01 
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INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.  A large
group meeting will be held on 4/19/01 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Greenup Room- 3rd floor in the Union.  Everyone is wel-
come.
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP.   A bible
study will be held on April 19 at 8:30 p.m. in the Andrews
Hall Lobby.
SIGMA TAU DELTA.  A final meeting will be held on
Thurs. April 19 at 5 p.m. in Coleman Lounge.  This is the
final meeting of the semester and the election meeting.  All
members should try to attend!
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
A meeting will be held on April 19, 2001 at 7:00 p.m. in
1441 Buzzard.  All interested, majors and undeclared are
welcome.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES.  A bible
study will be held on 4/19 at 9:00 in Lantz Club room or
pool lobby.  Everyone is welcome.  Bring your bible and a
willingness to learn.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION.  A weekly meeting
will be held on April 19, 2001 at 5 pm in Andrews Hall.
MUCHO GRANDE AUCTION and swearing in new offi-
cers!  Come spend your RHA bucks!
ROTC.  LAB 19APR01 1530-1650 Pond Pavilion.  Uniform
& BDU’s, LBE, Canteen With Water.
CampusClips
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ACROSS
1 “One Man’s San
Francisco”
author
5 ___ doble (Latin
dance)
9 Some
Olympians,
nowadays
13 Stare imperti-
nently
14 Slogan
16 Algebra topic
18 Like some rats
19 “You there?”
20 Org. that banned
DDT
21 Knock over
24 Critic, at times
25 Pay the entire
check
28 Fertilizer
sources
31 What a cedilla
indicates
33 Talk incessantly
34 Turnstile part
37 It can be found
in oil
40 Game in which
jacks are high-
est trumps
41 Inflammatory
diseases
42 Radiate
43 Ripens
45 Monterrey jack?
46 Pinch-hitting
great Manny ___
49 Super ___ (old
video game
standard)
50 Washington, to
Lafayette
52 Fed
54 Chafing dish fuel
57 1947 Best
Picture nominee
62 Waste away
63 Answer to the
riddle “Dressed
in summer,
naked in winter”
64 1980’s Davis
Cup captain
65 Hits a fly
66 City on the Gulf
of Aqaba
DOWN
1 Serving with vin
2 Río contents
3 Airline with King
David Lounges
4 “Nashville”
co-star
5 Outdoor dining
spot
6 N.C. State plays
in it
7 H. Rider
Haggard novel
8 Alphabet trio
9 They talk too
much
10 Angrily harangue
11 “___ Mio”
12 “Sí” man?
14 Break activity,
perhaps
15 “What’s that?”
17 Saw with the
grain
21 Knocking noises
22 Kind of triangle
23 Louis Botha,
notably
25 Recipe abbr.
26 Fleece
27 Black key
29 Guarantee
30 Blender setting
32 The Rhumba
King
34 Together, in
music
35 Some mail des-
ignations: Abbr.
36 San ___, Calif.
38 Something in
writing?
39 An American in
Paris, perhaps
43 Dugong’s cousin
44 Half of quat-
tordici
46 A Gabor sister
47 Cruel people
48 Choppers
51 Part of a baby
bottle
53 Artist Gerard
___ Borch
54 Flies away
55 “Me neither”
56 1977 Scott
Turow book
58 Greek letters
59 “Ker-bam!”
60 Quod ___
faciendum
61 Subway wish
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Peter Gordon
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15
16 17
18 19
20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61
62 63
64 65 66
1017 WOODLAWN, 2 BR. FURN.
APT., AVAIL. 8/1. CENT A/C, ON-
SITE LAUNDRY, $250. EA./2
PEOPLE. PH. 348-7746.
________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702.
________________________01
4 BR House. 817 4th St. Stove,
Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer hook-
up. $235/person/month. No pets.
345-3148.
________________________01
1017 Woodlawn: 2 BR., fur, apts.
avail 8/1, all appliances, AC, on-
site laundry, $250ea/2 people.
117 W. Polk St.: BRAND NEW 1
BR, Unfirnished. apts., avail. 6/1
and 8/1, all appliances inc. W&D,
AC
915"C" St.:
Faculty/Upperclassmen: 2 BR., 2
bath. duplex w/garage., 1000 S.F.,
patio, W&D hook-up, all appli-
ances, AC, avail. NOW
2001 S. 12th St.: 2BR. Furn. apts.,
avail. now or fall, AC, quiet bldg.,
laundry on-site, summer only
lease avail.
605 W. Grant: 2 BR. Unfirnished.,
appliances, W&D hook-up, AC,
avail. NOW, faculty or upperclass-
men.
Mini Storage: Reserve now for
summer, 3 mo. lease, 4x12 to
10x30 units.
CALL 348-7746 FOR MORE
DETAILS. UNITS ARE GOING
FAST!
________________________01
1 BEDROOM HOUSE, PARTIAL-
LY FURNISHED. AVAILABLE
JUNE 1. $300/MONTH. SECURI-
TY DEPOSIT AND LEASE. 345-
4010.
________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, fur &
unfurn, No pets  345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT APARTMENTS, May &
Aug, ex cond, Furn & unfurn., 1,2
& 3 bedroom, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT HOUSES, Fall 2001-
2,3,4, & 5 Bdrms, ex. cond., fur &
unfurn. Most with laundry  No
Pets, $250-$300 per person  345-
7286
________________________01
Furnished, Clean, 3 BR house. 3
or 4 girls. 1/4 block from Old Main.
Dishwasher. Off-street parking.
Storage. 348-8406
________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August '01 to May '02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC No
Pets 345-7286
________________________01
1 BR Spacious Furnished apart-
ments, $350. Ideal for couples.
745 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127 or cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficien-
cy, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
CAMPBELL APARTMENTS. STU-
DIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC. 416
6TH ST. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001 and
FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
ONLY 2 LEFT!!  2 Br FURN. APT.,
ALL APPL., A/C, LAUNDRY
ROOM, $250. EA./ 2 PEOPLE.
1017 WOODLAWN, PH. 348-
7746.
________________________01
One bedroom apt. 2 blocks from
campus. All utilities paid.
$320/mo. 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 346-
3161.
________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash pick-
up included. 2 blocks from
Campus. Call 348-0350.
________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS!  Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
________________________01
1426 9TH ST. 3 BR APT. NEW
OWNER/MANAGEMENT. TOTAL
RENOVATION. EACH UNIT TO
BE DONE SU 2001 LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED 348-8305
FOR DETAILS
________________________01
3 Bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $600/month. water and
trash included. Call 345-6621
________________________01
SUMMER MINI STORAGE, 3 MO
LEASE, 4X12 TO 10X30 UNITTS.
RESERVE YOURS NOW. PH.
348-7746.
________________________01
LARGE 3 BR APARTMENTS
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING,
FULLY FURNISHED. FURNISH-
INGS 3 YRS. OLD OR LESS,
EXTREMELY NICE. 3 BR
DUPLEX NEXT TO LANCE
FULLY FURNISHED. W/D
INCLUDED. RETILED/RECAR-
PETED 8 MONTHS AGO.
LARGE FENCED-IN BACK YARD.
CALL 348-0157 FOR ADDITION-
AL INFORMATION.
________________________01
2 BR APTS. FULLY FURNISHED
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECARPETED/RETILED 8
MONTHS AGO. ONLY 3 UNITS
LEFT. A GREAT MID-CAMPUS
LOCATION. CALL 348-0157 FOR
MORE INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT.
________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. FUR-
NISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 345-
6000.
________________________01
Nice 3 bedroom apartment and
house at 1538 3rd street and 1705
11th street. Close to campus.
Available June. 235-0405.
________________________01
10 month leases avail on student
rentals, houses and apartments,
ex cond. No pets. 345-7286.
________________________01
Large furnished apartment for 2
close to campus. Fall term. 345-
7678.
_________________________01
RESERVE YOUR MINI STORAGE
NOW FOR SUMMER. PHONE
348-7746.
_________________________01
Apartment for rent. Available May
1. 2  Bedroom furnished apartment
for couple, or two females. Lease
and security required. 348-8305
_________________________01
2 BR apartment $420 furnished.
Patio, deck, oak cabinets. Available
summer and next year. 746 6th
street call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
_________________________01
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students
only. Summer, $145/mo. (3-month
contract). Fall/Spring, $195/mo. (9-
month contract). Most utilities
included. AC. Kitchen privileges.
One block from campus. Diane,
345-7266 after 5 p.m.
_________________________01
Need Roommate Large 3 Bedroom
apartment right behind Jerry's.
Cheap Rent, Few Utilities, Call 581-
2006.
_______________________4/20
Summer Sublessor 4 bedroom
house conveniently located on 4th
& Polk. Rent negotiable. Call 348-
7887.
_______________________4/21
1 bedroom, completely furnished
apartment. Available 5\7. Rent
$315 obo. Call Kathy 345-0339.
_______________________4/23
Cute 1 bedroom efficiency. Perfect
for girl. Available Summer term.
Close to campus. $295/month.
Call 348-8294.
_______________________4/27
Needed for summer months.
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished
apartment with garage. 345-7710.
_______________________4/30
Nice one bedroom apartment for
the summer!  Call 345-0450.
_______________________4/30
SUBLESSOR NEEDED!  For Fall
and/or Spring semester. 2 Bdrm
apt. Close to Buzzard!  Very spa-
cious. If interested, Call Beth @
345-6592.
_______________________4/30
1-6 sublessors needed for summer.
spacious 6 bedroom 2 story home,
fully furnished, washer/dryer, AC,
dishwasher. On campus across
from the Rec. Rent negotiable, call
348-9384
_________________________01
JUST SPENCE'S 1148 6TH
STREET DARES YOU TO BE DIF-
FERENT WE ARE!  OPEN TUES-
DAY - SATURDAY 1:30PM-
5:OOPM. 345-1469  GREAT
SALES!!!
_______________________4/19
Need a good luck charm?  Adopt a
lucky 3yr old female calico who
needs a loving new home.
Housebroken, spayed and front de-
clawed. Call Leslie at 348-6465.
_______________________4/20
JUST SPENCE'S 1148 6TH
STREET DARES YOU TO BE DIF-
FERENT WE ARE!  OPEN TUES-
DAY - SATURDAY 1:30PM-
5:OOPM. 345-1469  GREAT
SALES!!!
_______________________4/19
Need a good luck charm?  Adopt a
lucky 3yr old female calico who
needs a loving new home.
Housebroken, spayed and front
de-clawed. Call Leslie at 348-
6465.
_______________________4/20
The 'POPROCKS' is playing
Gunner Buc's Friday, 9pm. 70's,
80's Disco Funk, Classic Rock.
Check out 'www.poprocksfan-
club.com'  See 'Inside Out' Sat.-
Decatur's Top Live Band. Cover,
Must Prove 21. So. Rt. 45,
Mattoon.
_______________________4/20
Check out THE LEFTOVERS with
the VOODOO PUGS at MARTY'S
on Friday night!  www.chicagoleft-
overs.com.
_______________________4/20
Check out THE LEFTOVERS with
the VOODOO PUGS at MARTY'S
on Friday night!  www.chicagoleft-
overs.com.
_______________________4/20
HAVE SOME FUN WITH SENSU-
AL AIDES, NOVELTIES, AND
ADULT TOYS!  BOOK YOUR
PARTY TODAY & RECEIVE A
FREE GIFT. CALL AMY 618-793-
2779.
_______________________4/30
POPROCKS. Gunner Buc's. Fri.
Bring ID.
________________________4/19
Congratulations to Chris Padersen of
Delta Zeta on getting lavaliered to
Mike Mazzia of Delta Chi. Your Delta
Zeta sisters are very happy for you.
________________________4/19
Congratulations to Nikki Laha of
Delta Zeta on getting lavaliered to
Ray Topps of Pi Kappa Alpha. Your
Delta Zeta sisters are very happy for
you.
________________________4/19
Delta Zeta wants to thank the "old
men"  of Sigma Pi for a great func-
tion. We all had a lot of fun dressing
up!
________________________4/19
Congratulations NIkki Laha of Delta
Zeta on getting lavaliered to Ray
Topps of Pi Kappa Alpha!  Love,
Annie
________________________4/19
Congratulations Chris Pederson of
Delta Zeta on getting lavaliered to
Mike Mazzia of Delta Chi.We are so
happy for you!!  Love Annie &
Megan.
________________________4/19
Ducks are coming. The ducks are
near. Have no fear. They are almost
here!- ESA
________________________4/19
Rachel Ninness, Ingrid Kays, Loni
Nafzinger, Kristen Skalon and
Stephany Arros- you have been
doing an awesome job this semes-
ter. Keep up the good work. It is
always appreciated. Love, Alpha
Phi.
________________________4/19
Congratulations to Amber Ninow
and Lacey Christ of Tri-Sigma on
your Panhellenic exec. positions!
________________________4/19
Congratulations to Sonia Matteson
of Tri Sigma on receiving Vice-
President of Eta Sigma Gamma.
________________________4/19
To C of Delta Zeta- congratulations
on getting lavaiered to Mike Mazzia
of Delta Chi. We are so happy for
you. Love M&A awards.
________________________4/19
Congratluations to Chris Pederson of
Delta Zeta on getting lavaliered to
Mike Mazzia of Delta Chi. Good
Luck!  Love, Nikki and Ray.
________________________4/19
Congratulations Nikki Laha of Delta
Zeta on getting lavaliered to Ray
Topps of Pi Kappa Alpha!  Love,
Chris and Mike.
________________________4/19
Congratulations Krista Conway of
Alpha Gamma Delta on your
engagement to Brian Rudd of Pi
Kappa Alpha!  Your sisters are so
happy for you.
________________________4/19
Congratulations to Andrea Taylor of
Alpha Gamma Delta on getting
elected to VP Membership
Development of PHC!
____________________________
1/19
Congratulations Natasha Story on
getting Top 10 Greek Women of the
Year, and the Outstanding Chapter
President Award!  We are so proud
of you.
________________________4/19
Congratulations Wendy Winet of
Alpha Gamma Delta on becoming
the new sweetheart of Sigma Phi
Epsilon!  Love, your sisters.
________________________4/19
Thank you to the ladies of Alpha
Gamma Delta for all your hard work
during Greek Week. I'm so proud of
you all! Love, Kayla  3rd place Greek
Week Overall, 3rd Place Greek Sing,
1st Place Raft Races,
Sportsmanship Award.
________________________4/19
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or
school service personnel certificates) must pass the Illinois
Certification Tests before being issued a certificate. Each appli-
cant must pass the ICTS Basic Skills Test be taken early in one’s
college career and the subject-matter test(s) be taken after the
completion of all or most of the courses in one’s major. Since
these tests are given only four times each year, interested indi-
viduals should be aware of the dates and deadlines listed below.
Anyone having questions concerning these exams, or needing  to
pick up registration forms, study guides or needing assistance
may contact the College of Education and Professional Studies in
Room 14420 Buzzard Hall.
REGISTRATION     SCORE REPORT  
TEST DATE                  DEADLINE                 DATE
July 7, 2001                 May 25, 2001         August 17, 2001
--Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean College of Education and
Professional Studies
Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be directed to the originator.
DOONESBURY GARY TRUDEAU
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JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
Pizza                                    Spaghetti
Salad Bar                             Garlic Bread
$4.49 +tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.19
5pm - 9pm
THURSDAY
RAILI DRINKSI
$1.50
DOMESTICI DRAFTS
$1.00
You
STUS THURSDAYS 
Top 40 Hip Hop Music  i   i
$
$
$
$
$
$
$$
Dollar
Call-It
Advertise.
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
ECONOMICAL APTS.
3 bedrooms, 3 persons
12 or 10 mo. $420 or $480
By Chuck Babinski
Staff writer
With the softball season winding
down, the Panthers will travel to
Indiana on Thursday to face IUPU-
Indianapolis for a late-season non-
conference doubleheader.
Coming off a weekend in which
it lost two of three games to
Morehaed State, Eastern (8-26, 5-
10) needs to build momentum as it
enters its last six conference games.
“We have been playing IUPUI
for the last couple of years now,”
Panther head coach Lloydene
Searle said. “We hope they will be
a warmup for (conference rival)
Tennessee Tech this weekend.”
Warmup indeed. After a week-
long warm spell that teased
Charleston residents of the upcom-
ing summer, temperatures dropped
to the high 40s on Monday, forcing
Searle to hold practice indoors. The
team was able to work on some hit-
ting and limited fielding.
On Tuesday, practice was held
inside again, though there were
optional workouts outside at Glenn
and Joan Williams Field.
“It was good to get outside. We
needed to practice,” Searle said.
“We needed to practice our
baserunning and getting off the
bases.”
Baserunning will be a top prior-
ity when the Panthers take on the
Jaguars, but the focus will be on
IUPUI’s (18-28, 6-10) running
game. Though the Jaguars are cur-
rently fifth in the MidContinent
Conference, they lead the confer-
ence in stolen bases with a school
record 97 swipes. The other six
teams in the conference have com-
bined to steal 107 bases, and the
Panthers have stolen only 12 all
season.
The Jaguars are led by right
fielder Brandy Moser (15 stolen
bases) and shortstop Crystal
Lambert (14 stolen bases). Each
have stolen more bases than the
entire Panther team.
Catcher Kristin Darnell will be
hard-pressed to stop the Jaguar
speedsters. On the season, Eastern
catchers have combined to throw
out just only 8 of 61 would-be base
stealers.
Though the team has struggled
at the plate, Eastern’s pitching con-
tinues to remain strong.
Behind the pitching of Kristen
Becker and Trish Sanders, the
Panthers have dropped its staff
ERA to 3.75, the lowest it has been
since all season.
After tangling with the Jaguars
on Thursday, Eastern will host
Tennessee Tech for a doubleheader
Saturday and a single game
Sunday.
After Sunday’s game, scheduled
to begin at noon, the Panthers will
offer “Come Out and Play Catch
with the Panthers.”
Students and members of the
Charleston community as well as
their families are invited and
encouraged to come onto the field
after the game to meet the Panthers
and to play catch with them.
Slowing down the Jags
Softball team hopes to bring IUPUI’s blazing speed to a hault today
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Panther senior Melissa Slama reacts after taking a pitch in a game earlier this
season. Eastern travels to Indianapolis today to take on IUPUI.
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$8.00  60oz. Budweiser Bottles
$4.00 Refils
$1.75 Killarney’s
Bottles
2 Golden Tee Fore Machines.
Chance to win trip to Puerto Vallerta and a
Golden Tee Machine. Come in to get details.
FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 5/19/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
Haircuts
$5.00 off
Every Tuesday
with
Amber + Niki
345-5712
across from Walgreens
must present ad for discount
JERRY’S PUB
Thursday Night
$1.50 Bottles
$1.50 Well Drinks
$3.00 Pitchers
Kareoke from 10pm-1am
DJ MENDEZ! 
NO COVER EVER!!
F I S H  B O W L S  &
R A I L  P I T C H E R S
2 2 o z . B i g  B u d l i g h t  &  
M i l l e r  L i t e  B o t t l l e s
$8.25
$1.50
$2.25 
RAIL MIXERS
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
GREAT LOCATION!
2 bedrooms, 2 persons
10 or 12 mos @ $550 or 
$460 Includes CATV
ADVERTIISE!!
addition should be all the more rea-
son to get out.
With fellow Alabama school
Samford mulling over the decision
to join the league, Eastern should
look into making its own move.
A 10 1/2 hour road trip should
be enough incentive to at least think
about it.
When Eastern joined the OVC
in 1996, the football team left
behind the Gateway Conference
while the basketball team said
good-bye to the Mid-Continent
Conference. The reasons for leav-
ing were that travel was getting to
be too much for the team. Back
then, the Mid-Con was considered a
“geographically absurd” confer-
ence for the Panthers to be in.
Now Eastern is known as the
geographically-challenged school
from the OVC. If that was good
enough reason to move once, why
not use it again.
The Mid-Con consisted of teams
spread all across the country.
Members included the likes of
University of Buffalo, Central
Connecticut State and Youngstown
University,
No doubt those are long trips,
but they are no worse than the trips
the Panthers make now. And with
Jacksonville State and Samford on
the schedule soon, it will only get
worse.
Another thing to consider is that
when the move was made, the
Panther football team forfeited
some great rivalries. The Gateway
Conference gave the school great
in-state rivals in Illinois State,
Southern Illinois and Western
Illinois as well as border wars with
Indiana State, Northern Iowa and
Southwest Missouri State.
And as for the basketball team,
the Missouri Valley would be a nat-
ural fit. Playing against teams such
as Bradley, Illinois State, Indiana
State and Southern Illinois would
be great for building up a fan base.
Not many students have as deep-
rooted hatred for Tennessee-Martin
or Tennessee Tech as they do for
Southern or ISU. Fans will come
out to see those games.
Students that go here have
friends that attend the other in-state
institutions and would love to have
bragging rights for a year. You have
to admit it means a lot more playing
a team you have heard of that is
right down the highway, rather than
some unknown from half way
across the country.
When the move was made, then
Athletic Director Bob McBee said
it was because OVC had name
recognition. “Everybody knows the
OVC,” he said. 
The other main reason was
because the travel was getting to be
too much. 
You can’t debate that the travel
was getting to be a lot, but saying
the OVC has name recognition is a
stretch.
So with that, the decision was
made. Eastern joined a conference
with road trips that would be about
the same distance. The deciding
factor was the OVC offered mem-
bership in almost all of the sports
Eastern offered. And while it has
been a nice luxury to have as many
sports in the same conference as
possible, it is by no means essential. 
There is no guarantee the
Gateway or the Valley are even
looking to expand. And this may all
be a pipe dream, but it would make
more sense for Eastern to align
itself with natural rivals.
The competition would be just
as good, the travel would be sub-
stantially less and the payoffs
would be immeasurable. A move
could solve two simple problems –
eliminate long road trips and bring
fans back to the games. 
Many of the same arguments
that were used to defend the move
to the OVC could just as easily be
used to push for leaving. 
It’s funny how things change in
just a few short years. Here we are
again, right back where we started
from. 
Now, the athletic department
needs to look back at where it start-
ed from and use the same logic that
got Eastern into the OVC to get
itself out of it.  
Bauer
from Page 16
Huskie runs.
The Panthers would get within one run in
their half of the fourth when designated hitter
Bret Pignatiello hit a three-run home run.
In the fifth inning, Eastern got two more
runs off the bat of senior second baseman
Josh Landon, who was 2-for-4 with two RBI
in the first game, that tied the score at five
after five innings.
In the seventh inning, the Huskies brought
in righthander Brian Miller to hold a one run
lead, but first baseman Brian Nickell took
him deep over the left field wall to tie the
score at six.
“First off, I just wanted to go up there and
try to get a single and get on base,” Nickell
said. “I was looking fastball and that’s what I
got and was able to make some good con-
tact.”
After a Danny Jordan strikeout, shortstop
Chris Uhle singled, Landon doubled and Bob
VanHoorebeck was intentionally walked to
load up the bases for the heart of the Eastern
lineup. 
After third baseman Chris Martin struck
out for the second Panther out of the inning,
catcher Tim Aurrichio walked to bring in the
winning run.
“The comeback in the first game was
great,” Schmitz said.
“We had Brian Nickell and Chris Uhle
both get big hits and that is encouraging for
us.”
The Eastern bright spots in game two
were few and far between as they lost the
second game 8-6.
The game started out promising enough as
the Panthers were up 5-1 early after a Keith
Laski RBI single and a Nickell grand slam. 
Nickell, who had five RBIs on the day,
said that the at-bat that he hit the grand slam
was a lot like the at-bat where he hit a home-
run in the first game.
“In the at-bat where I hit my second
homerun I was just up there looking for a
fastball like in the first at-bat, and I got it,”
Nickell said.
But the game went downhill from there as
the Panther pitchers gave up seven runs in the
next six innings and were never able to
recover.
“This was a couple of good ball games,”
Northern Illinois head coach Dave Schrage
said.
“We knew coming in here these games
would be tough, and to give them their first
loss at home, which is no easy thing, will be
a big confidence boost for our club.”
Tale
from Page 16
This past weekend added to Duke’s
already impressive first season with the
Panthers.
The junior from Olney is hitting .345
for the season with 27 RBIs and has hit six
home runs. The first baseman is also cur-
rently riding an eight-game hitting streak.
In Eastern’s first game of the weekend
series with the Governors, Duke got the
Panthers started by going 4-for-4 on the
day with two RBIs.
“I felt like I was going to have a good
day against (Mike) Weel, and I was able to
get some big hits for us,” Duke said.
But Duke says that all of the hard work
and dedication he has done this season has
surely helped him attain some of his
achievements this past week. 
Duke said there may be just a little
extra some thing besides his hard work
helping him along.
Before every at-bat, Duke has junior
pitcher Andy Hoffman bless his bat for
luck, and it seems to have worked.
“I really think that one of the reason
that I have been hitting so well lately is
because of Hoffman blessing my bat,”
Duke said. 
“Ever since Hoffman has been blessing
my bat, I have been hitting the ball pretty
well.”
So what exactly does the junior pitcher
do to bless the bat of his first baseman?
“Before every at-bat he grabs my bat
and starts with a little rub down of the bat,”
Duke said. 
“Then he taps it a few times. 
“He may chant, I don’t know,” he said.
“But it’s interesting because he’s got a
whole ritual for it.”
Duke isn’t the only Panther that has
been using his bat since Hoffman started
blessing it. Catchers Tim Aurrichio and
Bret Pignatiello have also using Duke’s
stick, and are beginning to become believ-
ers in Hoffman’s blessings.
“I definitely believe in it,” Pignatiello
said. “Everytime that one of us don’t have
him bless the bat we don’t hit the ball.”
After having such a great week last
week, Duke knows that he and his team
will be filled with confidence for the rest
of the season.
“I think that anything less than a con-
ference championship for our team would
be a disappointment,” Duke said.
“A lot of people would say that may be
over confident, but I know that the team
feels the same way and they would back
me up.”
Duke
from Page 16
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Alot of people remember the dayswhen John Wayne was nicknamed“The Duke,” and how in his movieshe was always there at the right
time to save the day and help his team. 
Eastern has had their own “Duke” who has
been in the right place at the right time to help
his team all season long in junior first baseman
Ben Duke.
“I’ve had to be a spark for us this season,”
Duke said. “When we need a runner on base or
we need a base hit, I want to be the guy who
does it for us. I love that role and I want to be
that guy.”
Duke was that guy for Eastern last week as
he went 8-for-15 for the week including a 7-
for-11 weekend at Austin Peay to earn Ohio
Valley Conference “Player of the Week” and
also earn Top Cat of the week honors.
“It was really good for me to have a good
weekend with the bat,” Duke said. “It was to
the point that after the first day, I had all the
confidence in the world, and felt like I could hit
anybody.
“But what was better was that the team won
all three games against a team like Austin
Peay,” he said.
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A tale of two different games
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Eastern lost its first home game of
the seasonj at Monier Field, as it split
a doubleheader with visiting
Northern Illinois University
Wednesday afternoon.
Both games were close as the
Panthers (21-14, 11-0) were able to
take the opener 7-6, but lost the night-
cap 8-6.
“These were two good ball games
today,” Eastern head coach Jim
Schmitz said. “And even though we
lost the second game, we battled all
day long and were in position to win
both games, which is a sign of a good
team.”
The first game of the doublehead-
er was cruising along for the first
three innings, as both the Panthers’
Jared Marshall and the Huskies’
Travis Smith did not allow a hit in
their first three innings on the mound.
But in the fourth inning, back-to-
back Northern Illinois singles and
two intentional walks led to four
The Panthers’‘Duke’
Close, but no cigar
Mike Ziroli, senior closer
The reliever picked up two wins and a save
for the Panthers last week. Ziroli threw 7
and 1/3 innings giving up just one run on
six hits. The senior also struck out seven
while walking no batters.He also picked up
two of Eastern’s three wins at Austin Peay.
Here’s who had a good week but didn’t quite make our cut for Top Cat 
Top Cat
“When we need a runner on base or we need a base hit, I want to be the guy who does it for us. I love that role and I want to be that guy.”
Junior first baseman Ben
Duke has been at the right
place at the right time all year
Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series tak-
ing an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete
from the previous week. Winners are selected
just once. Selection is made by the Daily
Eastern News sports staff.
Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Junior first baseman Ben Duke takes a pitch during Eastern’s doubleheader against Northern Illinois
Wednesday. Duke went 8-for-15 last week including a 7-for-11 weekend at Austin Peay.
Pete Martin, junior pitcher
Martin gave up just two runs on five hits
in the Panthers’ 11-2 romp over Austin
Peay Friday. Martin gave up just two runs
on five hits in the game.The junior walked
four in the game while striking out 12,
over 1/3 of the batters he faced.
Kristen Becker, soph. pitcher
Becker threw 13 innings in two games
last weekend for the Panthers at
Morehead State. She gave up just two
runs on 10 hits in 13 innings of work.The
ace walked just two while striking out 10
in the weekend series.
Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Panther junior designated hitter/firstbaseman Brian Nickell is congratulated by teammates after hitting a grand slam in the first
inning of the second game of Eastern’s doubleheader against Northern Illinois. Nickell also hit a solo home run in the first game.
See DUKE Page 15
Kyle Bauer
Managing editor
e-mail: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
Power Alley
Eastern
needs
to leave
OVC
It is amazing how things changeover the course of a few years.And it is almost kind of funnyhow they seem to come full cir-
cle.
Case in point: Eastern’s member-
ship in the Ohio Valley Conference.
For the second time in seven
years, the OVC will be expanding.
This time, Jacksonville State
University will join the conference as
the 10th member.
The last time the league expanded
was in 1996 when it agreed to let
Eastern, the kids from way up north,
into its little club. 
Jacksonville State, conveniently
located in Alabama, accepted an
invitation to join the OVC starting
2003. For Eastern, the addition
means longer road trips and shelling
out more money from the travel bud-
get.
Fun times ahead. Five hundred
and fifty eight miles of fun times to
be exact. Kind of makes you wonder
why Eastern opted to join the OVC in
the first place. As if road trips to any
of the Tennessee or Kentucky
schools weren’t long enough, this 
Baseball
7
6
6
8
See TALE Page 2
Panthers win first game in final inning, but
lose first home game of season in nightcap  
See BAUER Page 15
